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Q1: What vendors were on the mailing list?
A: Nobel Gas Solutions
Praxair
Continental Carbonic
Maplewood Ice
Dry Ice Corp.
Tech Air
United Taylor Welding Supply
Irish Carbonic
Arctic Glacier Inc.
Dawson-Macdonald Inc.
Brown Carbonic
CryoWeld

Q2: What is dock access like at the other locations?
A: Empire State Plaza (Biggs) – Dock Available
David Axelrod Institute - Dock available
Center for Medical Science - Dock available
Griffin Labs – NO Dock available

Q3: On a normal basis does the vendor need to check in with Security?
A: No

Q4: Do your bins roll?
A: No

Q5: Are pallet jacks available for use?
A: No

Q6: Is there a standing order for the delivery of the dry ice?
A: Yes, there will be a yearly (12 month) standing order - valid 4/1 through 3/31.

Q7: Are there dock plates available at each location?
A: No

Q8: Is PPE at bin locations provided by vendor?
A: No

Q9: Is dock traffic heavier in the morning?
A: Yes
Q10: Do any of the delivery locations shut down for lunch?
A: No

Q11: How much dry ice do each of the two bin types, shorter grey/taller blue, hold?
A: Shorter Grey: Approximately 160 lbs.
   Taller Blue: Approximately 240 lbs.

Q12: What vendors attended site visits?
A: Tech Air
   Haun Welding Supply
   Noble Gas
   Continental Carbonic
   Maplewood Ice

Q13: Who is the incumbent vendor?
A: Continental Carbonic

Q14: Are the answers to questions sent to us or do we have to find them on a website?
A: Answers will NOT be sent directly. Responses will be available for review on the Departments website as stated within IFB Section 1 “Calendar of Events”.

Q15: Is there a standing order for each building that gets delivered to?
A: No, all four building locations will be combined within one yearly (12 month) standing order.

Q16: Does the amount delivered to each bin need to be recorded?
A: No

Q17: Do the bins that are delivered to have assigned numbers?
A: No

Q18: What is the number of bins at each location?
A: See IFB – Section 3.3, “Estimated Quantities and Delivery Requirements”. Number of bins at each location can be found within the “Estimated Usages” chart.

Q19: Are all the bins at the locations the same size?
A: No